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MASS SPECTRUM IN SUPERSIMMETRIC QCD AND PROBLEMSWITH THE SEIBERG DUALITY. EQUAL QUARK MASSESV. L. Chernyak *Budker Institute of Nulear Physis, Siberian Branh of the Russian Aademy of Sienes630090, Novosibirsk, RussiaReeived Marh 23, 2009For the N = 1 SQCD with N olors and N < NF < 3N �avors with small but nonzero urrent quarkmasses mQ 6= 0, the dynami senario is onsidered, in whih quarks form the diquark-ondensate phase. Thismeans that olorless hiral quark pairs ondense oherently in the vauum, hQQi 6= 0, while quarks alone donot ondense, hQi = hQi = 0, and therefore the olor is on�ned. Suh ondensation of quarks results in theformation of dynami onstituent masses �C � mQ of quarks and the appearane of light �pions� (similarly tothe ase of QCD). The SQCD mass spetrum in this phase is desribed and ompared with the Seiberg dualdesription. It is shown that the diret and dual theories are di�erent (exept, possibly, in the perturbativestritly superonformal regime).1. INTRODUCTIONBeause supersymmetri gauge theories are muhmore onstrained than ordinary ones, it is easier to dealwith them theoretially. Therefore, they an serve, atleast, as useful models for eluidating the ompliatedstrong-oupling gauge dynamis (not to speak of theirpotential relevane to the real world).The losest to QCD is its supersymmetri exten-sion, the N = 1 SQCD, whih has been onsidered inmany papers. We here onsider SQCD in the nonper-turbative region (or in the perturbative strong-ouplingregime). Most impressive results here were obtained bySeiberg, who proposed desribing this strongly oupled(and/or nonperturbative) SQCD in terms of the equi-valent, but weakly oupled dual theory [1℄ (for reviews,see Refs. [2�4℄ and the referenes therein).Our purpose in this paper is to introdue (in Se. 3)the main dynami assumption about the oherentdiquark-ondensate (DC) phase of SQCD, to desribeits onsequenes for the behavior in the infrared region,the mass spetrum, et., and to ompare with predi-tions of the Seiberg dual theory.The paper is organized as follows. In Ses. 2 and4, we reall de�nitions of the diret and dual theories;some partiular examples are onsidered in Se. 2. Bothdiret and dual theories are onsidered in the onfor-*E-mail: v.l.hernyak�inp.nsk.su

mal window 3N=2 < NF < 3N in Ses. 3, 5, and 6and for N < NF < 3N=2 in Se. 7. For ompleteness,the ase NF > 3N is onsidered in Se. 8. Finally,some onlusions are presented in Se. 9 (and there isone appendix about the 't Hooft triangles).2. DIRECT THEORY. DEFINITION ANDSOME EXAMPLESThe fundamental Lagrangian of SQCD with N o-lors and NF �avors (at a high sale � � �Q) is givenbyL = Z d2� d2�Tr QyeVQ+Qye�VQ!++ Z d2�(� 2��(�) S +mQ(�) TrQQ)+H..; (2.1)where �(�) is the running gauge oupling (withits sale parameter �Q independent of the quarkmasses), mQ(�) is the running urrent quark mass,S = W 2�=32�2, W� is the gluon �eld strength,and traes are taken over olor and �avor indies.This theory has the exat SU(N) gauge symmet-ry and, in the hiral limit mQ ! 0, a globalSU(NF )L�SU(NF )R�U(1)B�U(1)R symmetry. Un-437



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010der these symmetries, the quarks Q and Q transformasQ : (N)ol � (NF )flL � (0)flR � (1)B � (NF�N=NF )R;Q : (N)ol�(0)flL �(NF )flR �(�1)B�(NF�N=NF )R:The expliit dependene of the gluino ondensatehSi on the urrent quark masses and �Q an be foundas follows.a) We an start with NF < 3N and the heavyquarks, mpoleQ � mQ(� = mpoleQ ) � �Q, suh that thetheory is UV-free and in the weak-oupling regime atsu�iently large energies.b) We then integrate out all quarks diretly in theperturbation theory at sales � < �H = mpoleQ , whihyields a pure Yang�Mills theory with the sale fator�YM . The value of �YM an be found from the math-ing of the ouplings �+(�) and ��(�) of the upperand lower theories at � = �H : �+(�H ) = ��(�H).The upper theory is always the original one with Nolors and NF �avors, and the value of �+(�H) anbe obtained starting with high � � �H and evolvingdown to � = �H through the standard perturbativerenormgroup (RG) �ow for the theory with N ol-ors and NF �avors of massless quarks1). But instead,the same value �+(�) an be obtained starting with� � �Q and going up to � = �H � �Q with the sameRG �ow for massless quarks, that is (g2(�) = 4��(�),b0 = 3N �NF ),2��+(�H ) = b0 ln��H�Q��NF ln� 1zQ(�H ; �Q)�++N ln� 1g2(�H)�+ C+; (2.2)where zQ = zQ(�H ; �Q)� 1 is the standard perturba-tive renormalization fator (logarithmi in this ase) ofmassless quarks in the theory with N olors and NF�avors. At the weak oupling �(�H=�Q) � 1 (withCF = (N2 � 1)=2N),zQ(�H ; �Q) = C0 �(�H )�(�Q)!2CF =b0 ���1 +O����H�Q��� � � 1ln(�H=�Q)�2CF =b0 � 1;where C0 is a nonparametri onstant O(1).As regards the lower theory, it is the Yang�Millstheory with N 0 olors and no quarks in all examples1) In Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) and everywhere below in the text,the perturbative NSVZ [5℄ �-funtion is used, orresponding tothe Pauli�Villars sheme.

onsidered in this setion. Its oupling an be writtensimilarly as2���(�H ) = 3N 0 ln� �H�YM �++N 0 ln� 1g2(�H)�+ C�: (2.3)The C� in (2.2) and (2.3) are onstants indepen-dent of the quark mass values. After introduingthe Wilson oupling �W (�) whose �-funtion isthat of NSVZ for �(�) but without the denomi-nator, 2�=�W (�) = 2�=�(�) � N ln(1=g2(�)) [5℄,we have C+ = 2�=�+W (� = �Q) and C� == 2�=��W (� = �YM ). In essene, the termN ln�1=g2(�H)� in (2.2) is the higher-loop per-turbative renormalization fator of gluons, i. e.,N ln�zg(�H ;�Q)� = N ln��+(�H)=�+(� = �Q)�,and similarly in (2.3).Our purpose here and below is to expliitly traethe dependene on the parameters like �H=�Q, whihare to be �nally expressed through the universal pa-rameter mQ=�Q, mQ � mQ(� = �Q), whih an belarge, mQ=�Q � 1, or small, mQ=�Q � 1. Therefore,the onstant terms like C� are omitted in what follows,beause their e�et is equivalent to a rede�nition of �Qby a onstant fator.In the ase onsidered now, N 0 = N and �H == mpoleQ � �Q, and it then follows from (2.2) and(2.3) that �YM = (�b0Q detmQ)1=3N ;mQ � z�1Q (mpoleQ ;�Q)mpoleQ � mpoleQ � �Q: (2.4)) Lowering the sale � to � < �YM and integrat-ing out all gauge degrees of freedom, exept the �eldS itself, we an write the e�etive Lagrangian in theVeneziano�Yankielowiz (VY) form [6℄, from whih weobtain the gluino ondensatehSi = �3YM = (�b0Q detmQ)1=N ;mQ = mQ(� = �Q): (2.5)Now, expression (2.5) an be ontinued in mQ fromlarge mQ � �Q to small values, mQ � �Q. WhilemQ is some formally de�ned parameter for mQ � �Q(see (2.4), the physial quark mass is mpoleQ � �Qand it does not run any more at � < mpoleQ ), it hasa simple and diret meaning for mQ � �Q: mQ == mQ(� = �Q).Expression (2.5) for hSi has appeared many timesin the literature, but to our knowledge, the exat de�-nition of the parameter mQ entering (2.5), i. e., its re-lation to mQ(�) in (1) that de�nes the theory, has not438



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :been given. Clearly, without this expliit relation, ex-pression (2.5) is not very meaningful, beause the quarkmass parameter mQ(�) is running. For instane, if mQis understood as mpoleQ in (2.5) for heavy quarks, thanthe relation hSi = (�b0Q detmpoleQ )1=N would be erro-neous. All this beomes espeially important, in parti-ular, in the onformal window 3N=2 < NF < 3N andmQ � �Q, when mQ(�) runs at �� �Q in a power-li-ke fashion: mQ(�2) = (�1=�2)b0=NF mQ(�1). Every-where below, exept in Se. 8, only the ase mQ � �Qis onsidered.d) From the Konishi anomaly equation [7℄��Qj Qi��� = �m�1Q (�)�ij hSi; (2.6)we obtain the expliit value of the hiral ondensate:h(Qj Qi)�=�Qi �M2h Æij = hSimQ Æij ;Mh = ��b0Q mNQ �1=2N ; N = NF �N;hSi = �3YM = (�b0Q detmQ)1=N ; mQ � �Q: (2.7)Expression (2.5) an now be ontinued in NF fromthe region NF < 3N to NF > 3N and, together withKonishi anomaly relation (2.6), these two then beomethe basi universal relations for any values of quarkmasses and any NF .To hek this universal form of (2.5), we brie�yonsider (see Se. 8 for more details) the aseNF > 3N and mQ � �Q. In this ase, b0 == 3N � NF < 0, and hene the theory is IR-freein the interval �H < � < �Q, where �H is thehighest physial mass (�YM � �H = mpoleQ � �Qin this example); its oupling, whih is O(1) at� = �Q, beomes logarithmially small at � � �Q.Besides, the parameter mQ has now a diret phys-ial meaning as the value of the running quarkmass at � = �Q, mQ � mQ(� = �Q) � �Q.Therefore, starting with � = �Q and go-ing down perturbatively to �H = mpoleQ == mQ(� = mpoleQ ) = z�1Q (�Q; mpoleQ )mQ � mQ(where zQ(�Q; mpoleQ ) � 1 is the perturbative loga-rithmi renormalization fator of massless quarks),we an then integrate out all quarks as heavy ones.Writing the mathing ondition for two ouplings�+ and ��, we obtain (2.2) and (2.3) with the onlyreplaement:zQ(mpoleQ � �Q; �Q)! z�1Q (�Q; mpoleQ � �Q);and the same expression (2.5).

Another hek an be performed for NF < N � 1and small quark masses, mQ � �Q. In this ase, allquarks are Higgsed and the gauge symmetry SU(N)is broken down to SU(N 0 = N�NF ) at the high sale�H = �gl � �Q:hQiai�=�gl = ÆiaM0; hQaj i�=�gl = ÆajM0;M0 � �Q:The 2NNF � N2F gluons beome massive, with themass sale �2gl = g2+h�̂i = g2+M20, where g2+ == 4��+(� = �gl;�Q)� 1. The same number of quarkdegrees of freedom aquire the same masses and beomethe superpartners of massive gluons (in a sense, theyan be onsidered as the heavy �onstituent quarks�),and N2F light omplex pion �elds �̂ij remain:�̂ij = (QjQi)�=�gl =M20(Æij + �̂ij=M0);h�̂iji = ÆijM20:All heavy partiles an be integrated out at sales� < �gl. The ouplings at �H = �gl: �+(� = �gl;�Q)in (2.2), i. e., those of the original theory, with�2gl = g2+h�̂i = g2+M20, �̂ = (QQ)�=�gl , and��(� = �gl;�L) in (2.3) of the lower-energy pureYang�Mills theory an be mathed numerially simi-larly to the previous examples with heavy quarks. Butin this ase, we onsider it more useful to write theexpliit form of the �̂-dependene of the lower-energyoupling ��(� < �gl;�L)multiplying the �eld strengthsquared of massless gluons, to see how the multiloop�-funtion reoniles with the holomorphi dependeneof �L on the hiral super�elds �̂. We thus ibtain2����� < �gl;�L� = (3(N �NF ) ln� ��Q�++ (N �NF ) ln 1g2�(�; h�Li)!)++(32 ln g2NF+ (� = �gl;�Q) det �̂�2NFQ !+439



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010+NF ln 1g2+(� = �gl;�Q)!)��(12 ln g2NF+ (� = �gl;�Q) det �̂�2NFQ !++NF ln 1zQ(� = �gl; �Q)!); (2.8)where three terms in urly brakets in (2.8) are the re-spetive ontributions of massless gluons, massive glu-ons, and Higgsed quarks, and zQ(�gl � �Q; �Q) � 1is the standard perturbative logarithmi renormaliza-tion fator of massless quarks (see above).It is worth noting that the dependene of the ou-pling 2�=�� on the quantum pion super�elds �̂ij=M0entering �̂ij originates only from the �̂=M0-dependeneof heavy-partile masses entering the �normal� one-loopontributions to the gluon vauum polarization, whilethe �anomalous� higher-loop ontributions [5℄ origina-ting from the quark and gluon renormalization fators,zQ and z�g � g2�, do not ontain the quantum pion�elds �̂=M0 and enter (2.8) as pure neutral -numbers.This is lear from the R-harge onservation (see foot-note 2) and the holomorphi dependene of F -terms onhiral quantum super�elds (the hiral super�elds hereare QjQi(�1) = zQ(�1; �2)QjQi(�2)).Therefore, the oupling ��(�; �L) of the lo-wer-energy pure Yang�Mills theory at � < �gl and itssale fator �L are given by2��W� �� < �gl;�L� = 2����� < �gl;�L� �� (N �NF ) ln 1g2�(� < �gl; h�Li) == 3(N �NF ) ln� ��L�; (2.9)�3(N�NF )L = �b0QzNFQ (�gl; �Q) det �̂ � �b0Qdet� == �3(N�NF )YM  det h�i� !; (2.10)where� � zQ(�gl; �Q)�̂; h�i =M2h �M20;h�Li = �YM = ��b0Q detmQ�1=3N ;

and the Lagrangian at � < �gl takes the form2)L = Z d2� d2�(2Trp�̂y�̂)++ Z d2�(� 2���(�;�L) Ŝ + m̂QTr�̂); (2.11)where Ŝ = Ŵ 2�=32�2 and Ŵ� are the gauge �eldstrengths of the (N � NF )2 � 1 remaining masslessgluon �elds.Lowering the sale � to � < �YM and integratingout all gauge degrees of freedom exept the �eld Ŝ it-self (whih leaves a large number of gluonia with massesMgl � �YM ), we obtain the VY formL = Z d2� d2�(2Trp�̂y�̂ ++ (D terms of the �eld Ŝ))++ Z d2�(�(N �NF ) Ŝ ln� Ŝ�3L�� 1!++ m̂QTr �̂); � < �YM : (2.12)It is worth noting that it is the �rst plae wherethe nonperturbative e�ets were inorporated to ob-tain the VY form of the superpotential (nonpertur-bative e�ets introdue the infrared uto� of the or-der of �YM , and hene the expliit dependene on� disappears at � < �YM ), while all previous al-ulations with this example were purely perturbative.From (2.12), we obtain the gluino vauum ondensatehŜi = h�3Li = �3YM = hSi = (�b0Q detmQ)1=N .Finally, integrating out the last gluonium �eld Ŝ(with its mass sale of the order of �YM ) at lower ener-gies, we obtain the Lagrangian of pions2) Beause the gluon �elds are not yet integrated ompletely,there are the gluon regulator �elds (impliit) whose ontribu-tions ensure the R-harge onservation in (2.11) (see also (2.12)below). In (2.11), we also negleted the additional dependeneof the Kähler term on the quantum pion �elds �̂=M0 (origina-ting from the dependene on �̂=M0 of the quark renormalizationfator zQ(�̂y; �̂)), beause at weak oupling, this in�uenes thepion mass values through logarithmially small orretions only.440



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :L = "2Trp�̂y�̂#D + "(N �NF )�� �b0QzQ(�gl; �Q) det �̂!1=(N�NF ) + m̂QTr �̂#F == " 2zQ(�gl; �Q) Trp�y�#D ++ "(N �NF ) �b0Qdet �!1=(N�NF ) ++mQTr�#F ; �� �YM : (2.13)The superpotential (N �NF )(�b0Q = det �)1=N ap-peared many times in the literature beause, up toan absolute normalization of the �eld �(�) = QQ(�)(whih is not RG-invariant by itself), this is theonly possible form of the superpotential if it an beshown that the lowest-energy Lagrangian depends onN2F pion super�elds only. But it seems that theabsolute normalization of all terms entering (2.13)has never been arefully spei�ed (learly, the abso-lute normalization makes sense only when both thesuperpotential and the Kähler terms are absolutelynormalized simultaneously). Lagrangian (2.13) de-sribes weakly interating pions with small massesM� = 2m̂Q = 2zQ(�gl; �Q)mQ � mQ � �YM � �Q.On the whole, the mass spetrum in this ase on-tains 2NNF � N2F massive gluons and �onstituentquarks� with the mass sale �gl = gHM0 � �Q, alarge number of gluonia with the mass sale of the or-der of �YM � �Q, and N2F pions with small massesM� = 2m̂Q = 2mQ(� = �gl)� �YM .Form (2.13) an be ontinued in NF to the pointNF = N � 1 and it then predits the form of the pionLagrangian in this ase. The whole gauge group is nowHiggsed at the high sale �H = �gl � �Q, and thediret way to obtain (2.13) is not through the VY pro-edure but through the alulation of the one-instantonontribution [8℄ (see also [9℄ and the referenes therein).The hanges in the mass spetrum are evident and,most important, there is then no on�nement and nopartiles with masses of the order of �YM in the spet-rum.3. DIRECT THEORY. CONFORMAL WINDOW3N=2 < NF < 3NThe superonformal behavior means the absene ofthe sale �Q in the physial mass spetrum. In other

words, there are no partiles with masses of the orderof �Q, with all quarks and gluons remaining e�etivelymassless for �H � � � �Q, where �H is the highestphysial mass sale. Therefore, �nothing partiularlyinteresting� happens when dereasing the sale � from� � �Q to �H � � < �Q. Only the harater ofrunning of the oupling �(�) and the quark renormal-ization fator zQ(�) hange. The slow logarithmi evo-lution in the weak-oupling region �� �Q is replaedwith freezing of �(�) at � < �Q: �(�) ! ��, whilezQ(�) aquires a power-low behavior:zQ(�Q; �) = (�=�Q)b0=NF < 1:As a result, the Green's funtions of hiral super�eldsalso behave in a power-like fashion, with dynamial di-mensions determined by their R-harges: D = 3jRj=2.This onformal regime ontinues until � reahes thehighest physial mass sale �H � �Q, and then theonformal behavior breaks down.There are three harateristi sales at � = �Q inthe diret theory: the urrent quark mass mQ, thesale Mh of its hiral vauum ondensate, and thesale �YM of the gluino ondensate. It follows from(2.5)�(2.7) that in the whole region N < NF < 3N,there is an hierarhy:mQ � �YM �Mh for N < NF < 3N: (3.1)By itself, this hierarhy has no diret physial onse-quenes, until it is realized that some physial massesstay behind the above quantities. We show below thatwithin the dynamial senario onsidered, the aboveinequalities re�et a real hierarhy of physial masses:mQ is the mass of lightest pions, �YM is the mass saleof gluonia, andMh is the dynamial onstituent massof quarks.The main idea of the dynamial senario for SQCDonsidered in this paper, with N < NF < 3N andsmall equal quark masses, is that this theory is inthe olletive oherent (DC) phase. This means thatquarks do not ondense alone, hQii = hQji = 0 (be-ause there are too many �avors at Nf > N). Inother words, the theory is not Higgsed by quarks, allgluons remain massless at sales � � �YM , and oloris on�ned. But quarks ondense in olorless hiralpairs (QjQi), and these pairs form the oherent on-densate (like the quark�antiquark pairs in the Nambu�Jona-Lasinio model and, more importantly, like QCD).And as a result of this oherent ondensation, quarksaquire a large (in omparison with their pole massmpoleQ = mQ(� = mpoleQ )) dynamial onstituent mass�2C = h�2i = h(QQ)�=�2 i, (�2 = �C=(several), �C =441



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010=Mh, see below). This onstituent quark mass �C == Mh is the highest physial mass �H and it stopsthe massless perturbative RG evolution at sales � << �C . Simultaneously, the light omposite pions �ijare formed, with masses M� � m2 = mQ(� = �2),(m2 = mQ, see below)3).All this ours in the �threshold region� �2 == �C=(several) < � < �1 = (several)�C around thesale �C of the onstituent quark mass. In other words,the nonperturbative e�ets operate in this threshold re-gion, suh that they �turn on� at � = �1 and �saturate�at � = �2.If this idea is aepted, the proposed e�etive La-grangian at the sale �2 has the formL = Z d2� d2�(Trq�y2�2 ++ Z2Tr Qy2eVQ2 +Q2ye�VQ2!+ : : :)++ Z d2� �Wg +WQ�+H..; (3.2)where Wg = � 2��(�2) S; S =W 2�=32�2;WQ =  det�2�b0Q !1=NTr�Q2��12 Q2���NF det�2�b0Q !1=N +m2Tr�2;Z2 = �0�C =  �C�Q!b0=N = mQMh ;�0 = 1h�2i det h�2i�b0Q !1=N ; N = NF �N;3) This is unlike (our) QCD, where the value of the onstituentquark mass �C is also determined by the oherent hiral quarkondensate, �3C � h  i, but it is here �C � �Q, while m� �� (mQ �C)1=2. The di�erene in the parametri dependene ofm� on the urrent quark mass mQ between SQCD and QCD isbeause spin-1=2 quarks ondense in QCD, and spin-zero quarksin SQCD. Besides, unlike the genuine spontaneous breaking ofthe hiral �avor symmetry in QCD with �C � h  i1=3 � �Q 6= 0as mQ ! 0, �C � hQQ�=�Qi1=2 = Mh ! 0 as mQ ! 0 inSQCD, see (2.7). Nevertheless, beause the ratio Mh=mQ � 1is parametrially large at mQ � �Q, all qualitative featuresremain the same, and this an therefore be onsidered a �qua-sispontaneous breaking� of the hiral �avor symmetry.

the �eld (�2)ij = �Qj Qi �(light)�=�2 represents the dy-namially generated �one-partile light part� of theomposite �eld (�2)ij = �2C�Æij + �ij=�C�; it on-tains the -number vauum part �2C Æij = h (�2)ij i == hQ2; j Qi2 i � hQj Qi i�=�2 and the quantum �elds�ij=�C of light pions. The anonially normalized quark�elds C2 = Z1=22 Q2 and C2 = Z1=22 Q2 have no -num-ber vauum parts, hCi = hCi = 0, and are the quan-tum �elds of heavy onstituent quarks with the ��eldmasses� (�C)ji and -number masses �C :(�C)ji = 1Z2 det �2�b0Q !1=N ���12 �ji ;h(�C)ji i = Æji �C : (3.3)The nonzero vauum ondensate hC2; jCi2i == Z2hQ2;j Qi2 i = Z2 �2C Æij = �hSi=�C� Æij of theseheavy onstituent quarks is a pure quantum e�et fromthe one-loop triangle diagram with the onstituentquark �elds C2 and C2 ontrated into their massivepropagators with the masses �C and emitting twoexternal gluino lines; this ontribution realizes theKonishi anomaly.Besides, by de�nition, all e�ets of evolutionthrough the threshold region are already taken into a-ount in (3.2), and hene the quark terms in the Lag-rangian are needed in pratial alulations with thevalene heavy quarks only. And �nally, the dots in(3.2) indiate other possible D-terms, whih are sup-posed to play no signi�ant role in what follows.To a large extent, the form of the Lagrangian in(3.2) is unique, one the main assumption about for-mation at the sale � � �C of massive onstituentquarks with masses �2C = hQ2Q2i = h�2i and lightpions with masses m2 (and with all gluons remainingmassless) is adopted. The only important nontrivialpoint may be the nonzero value of the oe�ient �NFin front of the seond term in the superpotentialWQ. Itwas determined from the requirement that, until quarkand/or gauge degrees of freedom are integrated out, thevauum value of the superpotential does not hange,in omparison with its original value at higher sales�� �C :hWQi = XflavmQ(�)h(QQ)�i = NF hSi(ontributions of all three terms inWQ in (3.2) to hWQiare equal to NF hSi eah, but the vauum averages ofthe �rst and seond terms in (3.2) anel eah other).442



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :The absolute value of h�2i = hQ2Q2i an be deter-mined from the Konishi anomaly:1h�2i det h�2i�b0Q !1=NhQ2Q2i == hSi =  det h�2i�b0Q !1=N : (3.4)Together with m2h�2i = hSi, Eq. (3.4) implies (see(2.5)�(2.7)) that m2 = mQ � mQ(� = �Q) and �2C == h�2i = hQ2Q2i = hQQi�=�Q �M2h4).It is also useful to onsider the evolution throughthe threshold region in more detail. At the sale � == �1, there is no real distintion between the originallight quarks Q1 = Q(� = �1) and Q1 = Q(� = �1)with the urrent masses m1 = mQ(� = �1) and the(heavy at sales � < �2) onstituent quarks C1 == C(� = �1), C1 = C(� = �1), beause the largeonstituent quark mass �C �turns on and saturates�only after the evolution through the threshold region�2 < � < �1. Similarly, there is no real distintionbetween the light omposite �eld (QQ)(� = �1) withits mass sale of the order of m1 and the pion �eld�1 = �(� = �1) (this is the pion �2 = �(� = �2)evolved bak to � = �1), with its mass m2 at � = �2evolving bak to the urrent quark mass m1 at � = �1.In essene, all these are the obvious mathing ondi-tions. They an also be used as an independent hekthat the form of WQ in (3.2) is self-onsistent. Afterevolving bak from � = �2 to � = �1, the di�erenebetween the omposite �eld QQ of heavy onstituentquarks and the �eld � of the light pion disappears dueto disappearane of the mass gap of the order of �C ,suh that two �rst terms inWQ anel eah other, whilethe last term evolves bak into the original quark massterm.But then, at � < �1, the olorless light omposi-te pions and olored heavy onstituent quarks evolvedi�erently through the threshold region �2 � � � �1,4) It is worth noting that the onrete form of the Kähler termK� of quantum pion �elds �ij in (3.2) should not be taken literal-ly. Its only purpose is to show a typial sale of this Kähler term.For instane, it an be replaed with the ontribution of the or-der of Tr (�Cy�C) from the loop of onstituent quarks, wherethe �eld (�C )ji is given in (3.3). Finally, to determine the valuesof pion masses up to nonparametrial fators of the order of 1, itis only important that both these forms of the pion Kähler termhave the same sale hK�i � M2h. For similar reasons, we ne-glet a possible additional dependene of Z2-fators entering theKähler term of the onstituent quark in (3.2) on the quantumpion �elds �=Mh.

and their Kähler terms aquire di�erent renormaliza-tion fators. The renormalization fator Z� of pions isas follows: from �1 � (Q1Q1) with the mass m1 at� = �1 to �2 = Z� �1; with the mass m2 at � = �2,i. e., Z� = m1=m2. Similarly, the overall renormaliza-tion fator of quarks is from (C1yC1) � (Q1yQ1) withthe mass m1 at � = �1 to (C2yC2) = ZQ (C1yC1), withthe mass �C at � = �2, i. e., ZQ = m1=�C .Independently of (3.4), the absolute values of m2(the parameter m2 expliitly enters the lowest-energyLagrangian and determines the observable pole massesof pions, M� � m2) and h�2i = �2C an be obtainedfrom the following reasoning. We rewrite, say, the se-ond term in the quark superpotential in (3.2) in termsof the quark �elds (Q1Q1) normalized at � = �1 andthen, one more, in terms of (Q�Q�) normalized at therunning � > �15): det �2�b0Q !1=N = Z NF =N�  det (Q1Q1)�b0Q !1=N ==  Z�zQ(�; �1)!NF =N det (Q�Q�)�b0Q !1=N ==  Z�zQ(�Q; �1)!NF =N �� det (Q�QQ�Q)�b0Q !1=N : (3.5)Clearly, for �1 � � � �Q, the oe�ient in frontof the �eld (Q�Q�) depends expliitly on the runningsale � through the quark perturbative renormalizationfator zQ(�; �1), while Z� is independent of �. Hene,to �nd the value of Z�, we have to �x the normal-ization at some de�nite value of �. The only distin-guished point is � = �Q, in the sense that this term inthe superpotential, being expressed though the �elds(Q�=�QQ�=�Q) normalized at �Q, should have the o-e�ient that depends on �Q only. From this, it followsthatZ� = m1 = mQ(� = �1)m2 = z�1Q (�Q; �1) � z�1Q � 1;�1 � �C � �Q;�2C = h�2i = hQ2Q2i = hQQ i�=�Q �M2h;m2 = mQ(� = �Q) � mQ; (3.6)5) It is worth noting that this is only a hange of notation, nota real evolution to another sale.443



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010Z2 = �0�C =  Mh�Q !b0=N = mQMh ;ZQ = m1�C = m2�C m1m2 = mQMh m1m2 = Z2 Z� = Z2z�1Q ;where zQ(�Q; � = �1) � 1 is the standard perturba-tive renormalization fator of the massless quark de-sribing its evolution from � = �Q down to � = �1(in the onformal window, it is known expliitly:zQ = zQ(�Q; �1) = (�1=�Q)b0=NF � 1).On the whole, the evolution of the urrent quarkmass in the interval �2 � � � �Q looks as fol-lows. At � = �Q, the urrent quark mass is mQ �� mQ(� = �Q). At smaller �1 < � < �Q, it runswith the perturbative zQ(�Q; �) = (�=�Q)b0=NF � 1fator, mQ(�) = z�1Q (�Q; �)mQ � mQ, suh thatm1 � mQ(� = �1) = z�1Q mQ. In the threshold region�2 < � < �1, it runs suh that (at � < �1, the urrentquark mass an be understood more properly as thepion mass) m1 � mQ(� = �1) ! m2 � mQ(� = �2),m2 = Z�1� m1. And at � � �2, the urrent quarkmass m2 does not run any more. With Z� = z�1Qfrom (3.6), it follows that evolving through the thre-shold region from � = �1 down to � = �2, theurrent quark mass returns to its value at � = �Q:m2 = Z�1� m1 = Z�1� (z�1Q mQ) = mQ. As regards theonstituent quark mass �C , it originates in the thresh-old region � � �C due to the existene of the oherentquark ondensate, �2C = hQ2Q2i = M2h, and it stopsthe further RG evolution of the onstituent quark andpion �elds at � < �C = Mh. The self-onsisteny ofthis senario requires that �C = Mh be larger thanmpoleQ , beause otherwise the massless onformal regimewould stop earlier, at the point � = mpoleQ , i. e., quarkswould be in the heavy-quark (HQ) phase and the o-herent quark ondensate ould not be formed in thisase. In the ase onsidered, with 3N=2 < NF < 3N,mpoleQ�Q � mQ(� = mpoleQ )�Q = mQ�Q  �QmpoleQ !b0=NF ==  mQ�Q !NF =3N = �YM�Q � �C�Q = Mh�Q ;whih is therefore self-onsistent.We now dwell on the evolution of the Wilson ou-pling �W (�) in the interval �2 < � < �Q. We �rstreall its standard perturbative evolution in the inter-val �1 < � < �Q:

Æ 2��W (�)! = (3N ln ��Q �NF ln ��Q)++(NF ln 1zQ(�Q; �)); (3.7)where the �rst two terms are the one-loop ontribu-tions of massless gluons and quarks, and the last termdesribes higher-loop e�ets from massless quarks [5℄.In the onformal window 3N=2 < NF < 3N,the expliit form of the perturbative quark renor-malization fator zQ(�Q; �) is known at � < �Q:zQ(�Q; �) = (�=�Q)b0=NF � 1. Then, the above threeparametrially large logarithmi terms in (3.7) aneleah other. This desribes the standard e�et that theperturbative oupling freezes in the onformal regimeat �� = O(1), i. e., it remains nearly the same as it wasat � = �Q, beause �(� = �Q) is already lose to ��,by the de�nition of �Q.This perturbative form (3.7) an be used down to� > �1. Now, on aount of additional ontributionsfrom the threshold region �2 < � < �1, the ou-pling �(�;�L) at � < �2 looks as follows (the number2�=N�(� = �Q) is onsidered O(1) and is negletedin omparison with the large logarithm):2��W (� < �2;�L) = ( 2��(� < �2;�L) ��N ln 1g2(�; h�Li)!) = (3N ln ��Q �� ln det (�C)ji�NFQ !+NF  ln 1zQ + ln 1ZQ!): (3.8)Here, the �rst term in the urly brakets is due to on-tributions of massless gluons, and in the seond termin the urly brakets, the one-loop term from oloredquarks stops its evolution at their onstituent mass(�C)ij (see (3.3)), i. e., with surviving light pion �elds�ij still living at lower energies; besides, in addition tothe previous term ln(1=zQ); zQ � zQ(�Q; �1), whihdesribes the standard smooth perturbative evolutionfrom � = �Q down to �1, the last term ln(1=ZQ) ap-pears due to the additional (nonstandard) evolution ofthe olored onstituent quark in the threshold region�2 � � � �1.Numerially (i. e., negleting the quantum pion�elds �ij=Mh and replaing det�2 by its vauumvalue M2NFh ), the �rst three terms in the right-handside of (3.8) still anel eah other. Therefore, theparametrially large value of 1=�W (� < �2) (i. e.,444



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :the weak oupling) originates from the parametriallylarge ln(1=ZQ) threshold ontribution only. In otherwords, the strong evolution of the oupling �(�) in thethreshold region �2 < � < �1 dereases it from theO(1) value at � = �1 to a logarithmially small value�(�2) � �W (�2) � 1= ln(�Q=Mh) at � = �2.Substituting the value of ZQ from (3.6) anddet (�C)ji from (3.3) in (3.8), we an �nally write theYang�Mills oupling as2��W (� < �2) = ( 2��(�;�L) ��N ln 1g2(�; h�Li)) = 3N ln ��L ;�L =  det�2�b0Q !1=3N ;�YM � h�Li =  M2NFh�b0Q !1=3N : (3.9)
We emphasize (this is to beome important inSe. 7) that the expliit value of the quark perturba-tive renormalization fator zQ = zQ(�Q; �1 � Mh) isnot atually needed to obtain (3:9), beause zQ anelsexatly in (3:8), independently of its expliit form (andZ2 does as well).Now, at lower sales � < �2, if we are notinterested in alulations with the valene quarks,the �elds of heavy onstituent quarks an be inte-grated out. Beause quarks are on�ned, this leavesbehind a large number of heavy quarkonia, bothmesons and baryons, with masses Mmeson � Mhand Mbaryon � NMh, built from nonrelativis-ti (and weakly on�ned, the string tension beingp� � �YM � Mh) onstituent quarks with masses�C =Mh. Indeed, the harateristi distane betweenthe nonrelativisti quarks in a bound state is the Bohrradius RB � 1=pB, where pB is the Bohr momentum,pB � �(� � pB)Mh. Supposing that pB �Mh, thisrequires �(� �Mh)� 1. But indeed (see above), inthis region �YM � � �Mh, the oupling is alreadylogarithmially small, �(�) � 1= ln(�=�YM ) � 1.Therefore, the nonrelativisti regime is self-onsistent(�(�) beomes O(1) only at muh smaller distanesRh � 1=Mh � RB , while on�nement e�ets be-gin to be important only at muh larger distanesRonf � 1=�YM � RB).This results in simply omitting all terms ontainingthe quark �elds in (3.2) (we reall that the quark loopontributions to the gauge oupling have already been

taken into aount in (3.8)). Besides, the pion �elds�2 (and masses m2) do not evolve any more at � < �2,and thereforeMh inMh2 = h�2i andm2 beome thelow-energy onstant observables at ��Mh (the pionpole mass is of the order of m2, andMh = hSi=m2, orhSi itself, is related to the tension of BPS domain wallsbetween di�erent vaua [10℄).Therefore, the only re-maining evolution in the interval �YM � ��Mh isthe standard (weak oupling) perturbative logarithmievolution of massless gluons, and hene in this rangeof sales, the Lagrangian takes the form (from now on,to simplify the notation, we substitute �2 � �, andm2 = mQ � mQ(� = �Q); see also footnote 2 aboutthe R-harge)L = Z d2�d2�(Trp�y�)+ Z d2�(� 2��(�;�L)S��NF det��b0Q !1=N +mQTr�); (3.10)�L =  det ��b0Q !1=3N ; �YM � ��Mh: (3.11)Lowering the sale � to � < �YM and integratingout all gauge degrees of freedom exept the �eld S it-self (this leaves behind a large number of gluonia withmasses Mgl � �YM ), we obtain the VY formL = Z d2� d2�(Trp�y�)++ (D terms of the �eld S) ++ Z d2�(�N S ln S�3L � 1!�NF det ��b0Q !1=N ++mQTr�); � < �YM : (3.12)Finally, at lower energies � � �YM , after integratingout the last gluonium �eld S (with its mass sale of theorder of �YM ), we obtain the Lagrangian of pionsL = Z d2� d2�(Trp�y�)++ Z d2�(�N det ��b0Q !1=N +mQTr�);�� �YM : (3.13)
445



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010This desribes weakly interating pions with the small-est masses m� � mQ. The vauum value h�iji ==M2h Æij remembers the sale �C =Mh at whih thepions were formed and thus determines their �internalhardness�, i. e., the sale up to whih they behave aspointlike partiles6).This onludes our analysis of the diret theory inthe onformal window.4. DUAL THEORY. THE DEFINITIONThe Lagrangian of the dual theory (at the sale� � �Q) is taken in the form [1℄L = Z d2� d2�(Tr qyeV q + qye�V q!++ 1(�0q)2Tr�MyM�)+ Z d2�(� 2��(�;�q) s++ 1�q Tr�qM q�+mQ(�) TrM)+H..; (4.1)where s = w2�=32�2, a(�) = N�(�)=2� is the run-ning dual oupling (with its sale parameter �q),af (�) = NF f2(�)=4� is its running Yukawa oupling(with its sale parameter �f ) with f(� = �Q) � �0q=�q ,and w� is the dual gluon �eld strength. This theory hasthe exat SU(N = NF�N) gauge symmetry, while inthe hiral limit mQ ! 0, the global symmetries are thesame as in the diret theory. Under these symmetries,the dual quarks and mesons M (mions) transform asq : (NF )flL � (0)flR � (N=N )B � (N=NF )R;q : (0)flL � (NF )flR � (�N=N)B � (N=NF )R;M : (NF )flL � (NF )flR � (0)B � (2N=NF )R: (4.2)The mion �elds M ij in (4.1) are de�ned as pointlikeones. This is unlike the pion �elds �ij of the diret theo-ry, whih appear as light pointlike �elds only at ener-gies below the sale of hiral �avor symmetry breaking,� < �C = Mh. At higher sales � � Mh, stritlyspeaking, they annot be used at all (or, at best, anbe resolved as omposite �elds of two urrent quarks).To math the parameters of the diret and dual the-ories (see below), the normalizations at � = �Q aretaken as hM ij i�=�Q =M2h Æij ;mQ(� = �Q) = mQ(� = �Q) � mQ: (4.3)6) A short disussion of external anomalies (the 't Hooft tri-angles) is transferred to Appendix.

In addition, to math the values of gluino ondensates,the sale parameter �q has to be taken as [3℄�b0q = (�1)N �NFq =�b0Q ! hSi = h� si;b0 = 3N �NF : (4.4)5. DUAL THEORY WITH �q = �Q.CONFORMAL WINDOWWith �q = �Q, it follows that j�qj = �Q (see(4.4)). In essene, this is the only natural valuefor �q from the viewpoint of the diret theory. For�q � �Q, the value of j�q j is either arti�ially small(at NF > 3N=2), or arti�ially large (at NF < 3N=2)(see (4.4)). At �f � j�qj = �Q (�0q � �q), thedual theory (whih, self-onsistent by itself, is on-sidered to be in the UV-free logarithmi regime at� � �Q, with af (�) < a(�) at � � �Q), si-multaneously with the diret one, enters the super-onformal regime at � � �Q, with frozen ouplingsa(�) ! a� and af (�) ! a�f . The dynami di-mensions of hiral super�elds are here determinedby their R-harges, D = 3jRj=2, suh that, for in-stane, the distane dependene of the two-point orre-lators hfQjQi(x)gy; QlQk(0)i and hfM ijgy(x); Mkl (0)iis the same [1℄. In addition, all 't Hooft trianglesare mathed [1℄. At present, no indiation of possi-ble di�erenes between the diret and dual theoriesis known in this perturbative superonformal regime.We therefore pass to lower energies, where the physi-al sales originating from the hiral symmetry break-ing begin to reveal themselves. What happens in thediret theory when reahing its highest physial sale�H � �C =Mh was desribed in Se. 3.In the dual theory and in the ase onsidered, thehighest physial sale �H is determined by the on-stituent mass �C of dual quarks, i. e., by the value oftheir oherent ondensate �H = �C = jhqqij1=2�=�Q == (mQ�Q)1=2 beause this value is parametriallylarger in the onformal window 3N=2 < NF << 3N than the pole mass mpoleq of dual quarks(mq(�) is the running urrent mass of dual quarks,mq = mq(� = �Q) = M2h=�Q, q = b0=NF == (3N �NF )=NF , �YM = (�b0Q detmQ)1=3N):�C�Q =  mQ�Q !1=2 � mpoleq�Q ;mpoleq�Q = mq(� = mpoleq )�Q = M2h�2Q  �Qmpoleq !q = �YM�Q :446



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :This shows that similarly to the diret theory, thedual theory is also in the same (dual) DC phase here,with the appearane of N2F dual pions N ji (nions) andthe large onstituent masses �C = (mQ�Q)1=2 of dualquarks when � rosses the orresponding threshold re-gion: �2 = �C=(several) � � � �1 = (several)�C .Similarly, all dual gluons also remain massless simul-taneously. Therefore, the pattern of evolution throughthe threshold region is universal if either the diret orthe dual theory is in the same DC phase. Hene, argu-ing as in Se. 3 and making some simple substitutionsof diret parameters by dual ones, we obtain the e�e-tive dual Lagrangian at � = �2 (with the meson andquark �elds normalized at � = �Q) in the formL = Z d2� d2�(zM�2Q Tr MyM!++TrpNyN + Z2Tr qyeV q + qye�V q!)++ Z d2�(� 2��(�2) s +Wq);Wq = 1�QTr MN!+mQTrM ++ det N�b0q !1=N"Tr�q N �1 q��NF#;Z2 =  �C�Q!b0=N =  mq�C!; (5.1)hM ij i =M2h Æij ;hN ji i = hqjqii = ��2C Æji = �mQ�Q Æji ;mq =M2h=�Q:The fator zM � zM (�Q; �1) � 1 in (5.1) is thestandard perturbative renormalization fator of mion�elds M in the interval �1 < � < �Q (the �elds M andN and the dual quarks are frozen and do not evolveany more at � < �2; besides, like the gluon �elds, themion �elds M have no nonstandard evolution in thethreshold region; and �nally, here and everywhere be-low, as in Ses. 2 and 3, we neglet the dependene ofthe renormalization fators zM and Z2 on the quantummion and nion �elds m=Mh and n=�C beause thatwould a�et the partile mass values by nonparametrifators of the order of 1 only; see also footnote 4):

zM � zM (�Q; �1) = � �1�Q�M = 1z2q ;zq � zq(�Q; �1) =  �1�Q!b0=NF � 1; (5.2)where zq is the renormalization fator of the masslessdual quarks due to the standard perturbative evolutionfrom � = �Q down to �1 = (several)�C.Similarly to the diret theory, the fator Z2 in (5.1)is the overall renormalization fator of the dual quarkdue to its evolution from � = �Q down to � = �2 == �C=(several). It an be written in the form Z2 == zq Zq, where zq is due to the standard perturbativeevolution in the interval �1 < � < �Q and Zq is due tothe additional nonstandard evolution in the thresholdregion �2 = �C=(several) < � < �1 = (several)�C .The heavy onstituent dual quarks deouple at� < �2, and the mions M and nions N and the puregauge SU(N ) dual theory remain. For its inverse ou-pling 1=�(�), we obtain, similarly to the diret theory,that it inreases from its frozen value 1=�� = O(1)at � = �1 to a logarithmially large value at � = �2due to the additional large renormalization fator Zqof onstituent dual quarks. The whole evolution from� = j�qj down to � < �2 results in the expression2��(� < �2;�L) == (3N ln ��q +N ln 1g2(�; h�Li))��(ln det��C�ij�NFq !�NF ln 1Z2);��C�ij = 1Z2 det N�b0q !1=N N �1!ij ;
(5.3)

where ��C�ij is the onstituent mass of dual quarks(see (5.1)). Therefore, it follows from (5.3) that thesale parameter �L of �(�;�L) is�L =  det N�b0q !1=3N ; jh�Lij = �YM : (5.4)Lowering the sale to � < �YM and integrating outall gauge degrees of freedom through the VY proedure,we obtain the lowest-energy Lagrangian447



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010L = Z d2� d2�(zM�2Q Tr MyM!+TrpNyN)++Z d2�( 1�QTr MN!+(N �NF ) det N�b0q !1=N ++mQTrM ): (5.5)Substituting �q from (4.4) and hanging N ! �N ,we an write the superpotential in the more onvenientformW = 1�QTr �MN!++N det N�b0Q !1=N +mQTrM: (5.6)Therefore, the masses of mions M and nions N are(see (5.2))�M � �N �  �2CzM !1=2 �  mQ�QzM !1=2 == �Q�mQ�Q �3N=2NF � �YM : (5.7)On the whole, the mass spetrum looks here as fol-lows: a) there is a large number of hadrons made ofnonrelativisti (and weakly on�ned, the string tensionbeing p� � �YM � �C) dual quarks, with their dy-nami onstituent masses �C = (mQ�Q)1=2 � �Q;b) there is a large number of gluonia with their uni-versal mass sale of the order of �YM ; ) the lightestare N2F mions M and N2F dual pions N (nions) withmasses �M � �N � �Q�mQ=�Q�3N=2NF � �YM .Comparing the mass spetra of the diret and dualtheories shows that they are very di�erent.6. DUAL THEORY WITH �q =Mh.CONFORMAL WINDOWWe now onsider the hoie �q = Mh of parame-ters in (4.1). As is to be shown below, this hoie resultsin a muh more lose similarity of the mass spetra ofthe diret and dual theories.But we �rst note that in this ase, it follows from(4.4) that j�qj = (MNFh =�b0Q )1=b0 � �Q, i. e., thesale parameter of the dual gauge oupling �(�;�q) isparametrially smaller than those of the diret theory.Moreover, it is parametrially smaller than even Mh:

(j�q j=Mh) = (Mh=�Q)b0=b0 � 1. But this meansthat these two theories are learly distint in the per-turbative interval Mh < � < �Q. Indeed, the direttheory entered the perturbative onformal regime al-ready at � < �Q, and therefore its oupling is frozenat the value �� and does not run.As regards the dual theory, the most natural bound-ary ondition at � = �Q is obtained by setting thesale fator �f of the Yukawa oupling �f � �q , whihallows self-onsistently onsidering the dual theory UVfree by itself (but nothing hanges essentially at � < �Qwith �f � �Q either; the Yukawa oupling is then O(1)at � � �Q and dereases logarithmially with dereas-ing � < �Q; the problems with suh a theory will arisein the region � > �Q). With this hoie,a�1f (� = �Q) = 2�=NF�f (� = �Q) �� (a)�1(� = �Q) = 2�=N �(� = �Q) �� b0 ln(�Q=�q)� 1:Then, with dereasing � < �Q, both ouplings ofthe dual theory inrease logarithmially but remain� 1 for j�q j � Mh < � < �Q. Hene, the dualtheory is in the weak-oupling logarithmi regime forMh � � � �Q. Therefore, while orrelators of thediret theory already behave in a power-like fashion,those of the dual theory aquire only slowly varyinglogarithmi renormalization fators. (Indeed, with sosmall a value of j�q j � Mh, the dual theory never en-ters the onformal regime, see below.) Unfortunately,this is the prie for a better similarity of both theoriesat lower sales � <Mh7).The urrent mass of dual quarks is now mq =Mh,and it is muh larger than the sale of their ondensate:jhq qij1=2 = (mQMh)1=2. Hene, they annot be inthe olletive oherent ondensate phase, beause theirquantum �elds are short-range and �utuate indepen-dently loally. Therefore, they an be treated simplyas heavy quarks (beause their massMh is also muhlarger than j�qj). (Their non-zero vauum onden-sate is now a pure quantum e�et indued by the one-loop triangle diagram: h qq(� = Mh) i = h s i=Mh,where h s i is the vauum ondensate of dual gluinosand Mh � �YM is the large urrent mass of dualquarks. This realizes the Konishi anomaly.)7) From now on, to simplify all expressions, whenever the dualtheory is in the weak-oupling perturbative logarithmi regime,we ignore the logarithmi renormalization fators zq and zM inalulations of mass spetra. In any ase, beause these nonlead-ing e�ets from zq 6= 1 and zM 6= 1 are only logarithmi, takingthem into aount would not violate any power hierarhies and,besides, they are not of great importane for numerial values ofmasses.448



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :At lower sales � � Mh, they an be integratedout diretly as heavy partiles. (Beause the dualquarks are on�ned, this leaves behind a large numberof mesons and baryons (with the mass sale of the orderof Mh, the string tension being p� � �YM �Mh)made of weakly interating nonrelativisti heavy dualquarks with the urrent massesMh.)What remains then is the SU(N) Yang�Mills theo-ry (plus the mions M) with the sale parameter �L ofits oupling �(�):2��(�;�L) = 3N ln ��L +N ln 1g2(�; h�Li) ;��3L = (detM=�b0Q )1=N ; jh�Lij = �YM : (6.1)Therefore, for �YM � � � Mh, the e�etive dualLagrangian takes the form (see footnote 7)L = Z d2� d2�( 1M2h Tr�MyM�)++ Z d2�(� 2��(�;�L) s+mQTrM): (6.2)Finally, at sales � < �YM , using the VY proedurefor integrating dual gluons, we obtain the lowest-energyLagrangian of mions:L = Z d2� d2�( 1M2h Tr�MyM�)++ Z d2�(�N det M�b0Q !1=N ++mQTrM); �� �YM : (6.3)This desribes the mions M with masses of the orderof mQ, interating weakly through the standard super-potential.We ompare the diret and dual theories in the aseonsidered.a) As was pointed out above, they are learly dif-ferent in the regionMh < � < �Q.b) There is a large number of olorless hadrons,heavy mesons (quasistable, deaying into light pions ormions) and baryons (those of the lowest mass at leastbeing stable) in both theories, made of heavy nonrela-tivisti (and weakly on�ned, the string tension beingp� � �YM �Mh) onstituents. In the diret theory,these are the onstituent quarks with the dynamiallygenerated masses �C =Mh, while in the dual theory,these are simply the dual quarks themselves with the

same (but now urrent) masses Mh. It seems thatthe mesons are indistinguishable in both theories, butthe baryons are di�erent beause they know about thenumber of olors and their masses are di�erent:Mbaryon = NMh 6=M baryon = NMh:) The remaining light partiles in both theories for�YM � � � Mh are gauge partiles, with respe-tively N and N olors, and pions (or mions). It isimportant that both the diret and the dual Yang�Millstheories are at weak ouplings in this interval of sales,but have di�erent numbers of olors. Therefore, theyare learly di�erent here. For instane, we onsidertwo-point orrelators of the energy�momentum tensorsin both theories. Beause both gauge ouplings aresmall and the ontributions from pion or mion intera-tions are already power-suppressed at ��Mh, theseorrelators are dominated by the lowest-order one-loopdiagrams. The ontributions of pions and mions arethe same, but the ontributions of gauge partiles aredi�erent beause N2 6= N 2 .d) There is a large number of (strongly oupled andquasistable due to deays into pions or mions) gluoniain both theories, all with masses determined the samesale �YM . Hene, it seems, they look indistinguishab-le. e) Finally, there are N2F light pions (mions) withmasses of the order of mQ in both theories, weaklyinterating at low energies � � �YM through thesame universal hiral superpotential. Nevertheless,the interations of pions and mions with gluons at�YM � ��Mh are di�erent in (3.10) and (6.2).On the whole, it follows that (with the logarithmiauray; see footnote 7) the mass spetra look very(but not ompletely) similar in both theories in thisase. But in many other respets (see above), the di-ret and dual theories are learly di�erent.7. THE REGION N < NF < 3N=2There are two possible ways to interpret the mea-ning of the Seiberg dual theories at N < NF < 3N=2.a)The �rst variant is similar to the one thatis the only possibility in the onformal window3N=2 < NF < 3N. That is the desription of all lightdegrees of freedom of the diret theory in terms ofmassless quarks Q; Q, and gluons remains adequate inthe interval of sales �H � � � �Q, where �H � �Qis the highest physial mass sale due to mQ 6= 0,and there are no massive partiles with masses ofthe order of �Q in the spetrum at mQ � �Q. In3 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 449



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010omparison with the onformal behavior, the di�ereneis not qualitative but only quantitative: the strongoupling does not approah the onstant value �� at� � �Q but ontinues to inrease. Nevertheless, thenonperturbative ontributions are power-suppresseduntil � � �H , and the orret answers for all Green'sfuntions follow by resummation of the standardperturbative series with massless quarks and gluons.The dual theory is then interpreted as a possiblealternative but equivalent (weak oupling) desription.This variant an be regarded as some formal �algebraiduality�, i. e., something like �a generalized hange ofvariables�.b)The seond variant is qualitatively di�erent (itis sometimes referred to as �on�nement without hi-ral symmetry breaking�, i. e., due only to �Q 6= 0 asmQ ! 0). It implies that, unlike in variant a, the non-perturbative ontributions already beome essential at� � �Q, resulting in a high-sale on�nement with thestring tension p� � �Q whih binds diret quarks andgluons into olorless hadron states with masses of theorder of �Q. This an be understood, for instane, asfollows. AtNF lose to 3N, the value of a� = N��=2�is small. As NF dereases, a� inreases and a� � 1 forNF lose to 3N=2. When NF < 3N=2, the ouplinga(�) exeeds some ritial value arit = O(1) alreadyat � � �Q; it is therefore assumed that the theoryis then in another phase. The strong nonperturbativeon�ning gauge interations begin to operate at thesale � �Q, resulting in the appearane of a large num-ber of olorless hadrons with masses of the order of �Q.Hene, the use of old massless quark and gluon �elds forthe desription of light degrees of freedom at � � �Qbeomes totally inadequate. (This is espeially visibleat NF = N +1 where, for instane, the gauge degreesof freedom are not present at all amongst light ones inthe dual theory.)Instead, the new (speial solitoni?) light degreesof freedom are formed at the sale of the order of �Q asa result of these strong nonperturbative e�ets. Theseare the dual quarks and gluons and dual mesons M(mions), with their sizes of the order of 1=�Q and theinternal hardness sale � �Q (i. e., they appear point-like at � < �Q). These new light partiles are desribedby �elds of the dual theory. Hene, this variant b anbe regarded as the �physial duality�, in the sense thatthe dual theory is indeed the low-energy desription ofthe original theory at � < �Q.We now present arguments against variant b. Theabove-desribed senario of �on�nement without hi-ral symmetry breaking� implies that even as mQ ! 0,there is a large number of massive (with masses of the

order of �Q) olorless hadrons Hn in the spetrum,both nonhiral made of (Qy; Q) or (Qy; Q) quarks andhiral made of (Q;Q) quarks.For instane, we onsider the ation of the sim-plest olorless hiral super�eld QjQi on the vauumstate: QjQi j0i (or any other olorless spin-zero orhigher-spin hiral super�eld omposed in some wayfrom Qi; Qj , and the gauge �eld strength W�, for in-stane, (QjT aQi)W a�). From the vauum, this opera-tor exites not only, say, the massless one-mion statejM iji but also many one-partile states of massive hiralhadrons j	ni. Let 	ij be the regular hiral super�eldof any suh a hadron. Then in the e�etive Lagrangiandesribing the theory at the sale � � �Q, there shouldbe a superpotential term that desribes the nonzeromass � �Q of this hiral hadron. But the standardregular term �QTr(		) is not allowed beause it ex-pliitly breaks the hiral �avor SU(NF )L � SU(NF )Rsymmetry (and R-harge), and it seems impossible towrite the appropriate regular mass terms for massivehiral hadron super�elds with masses of the order of�Q in the superpotential as mQ ! 0.We ould try to �improve� the situation by mul-tiplying the regular hiral super�eld 	ij by the hiralsuper�elds (QjQi=�2Q)�1 and (det QjQi=�2NFQ )1=� tobuild up the term in the superpotential with appropri-ate quantum numbers, but all suh terms are singularat h0jQjQij0i ! 0, and hene all this would not re-sult in obtaining the genuine regular mass term for thishadron. Trying to use the dual quark �elds q and q to-gether with 	 does not help either beause hqqi ! 0 asmQ ! 0.We ould also onsider variant b when the diretolor is not on�ned. Then, the absene of the on�ne-ment at mQ = 0 implies that the individual quarks Qiand Qj would be present in the spetrum and would bemassive, with masses � �Q (beause there are no suhlight �elds in the dual theory). And we would fae thesame problem that it is impossible to write the rightregular mass term for these quarks in the superpoten-tial.From our standpoint, the absene of on�nement isthe only realisti variant in the hiral limit mQ = 0,beause (at least in SQCD) the strong ouplinga(� � �Q) & 1 does not atually mean that the saleof on�ning fores is � �Q (in other words, that thestring tension is p� � �Q). The underlying reason isthat the role of the order parameter for the on�ne-ment is played not by �Q itself but by the sale of thegluino ondensate, i. e., p� � �YM � h��i1=3. Buth��i ! 0 as mQ ! 0. Hene, there is no on�ne-450



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :ment at all in the hiral limit mQ = 0, and the regimesat mQ = 0 and N < NF < 3N an be more ade-quately alled the �pure perturbative massless regimeswith neither on�nement nor hiral symmetry break-ing�, down to � ! 0. They are the onformal regimeat 3N=2 < NF < 3N, and the strong oupling regimeat N < NF < 3N=2 (see (7.4) below).In other words, the appearane in the spetrumof massive hiral �avored (and R-harged) parti-les with masses of the order of �Q as mQ ! 0seems impossible without the spontaneous breaking ofSU(NF )L � SU(NF )R (and R-harge) symmetry.If the symmetry is broken spontaneously, thereshould then be the appropriate noninvariant (el-ementary or omposite) hiral super�eld(s) �kthat ondense in the vauum with a large value:h0j�kj0i = �(0)k � �Q. In priniple, this ondensatean then give, the masses of the order of �Q tohiral hadron super�elds. But this basi ondensate�(0)k should then our expliitly in the low-energyLagrangian, from whih its numerial value in a hosenvauum should be determined. The dual theory laimsthat it gives the orret desription at low energies.But no large hiral vauum ondensate �(0)k � �Qappear either in the dual theory or in the diretone. We onlude that, indeed, the hiral �avorSU(NF )L � SU(NF )R and R-harge symmetries arenot broken spontaneously at mQ ! 0.Hene, the above onsiderations imply that variantb is inompatible with unbroken SU(NF )L�SU(NF )R(and R-harge) symmetries at mQ=�Q ! 0.Below, we therefore onsider variant a only, inwhih the nonzero partile masses arise only beause ofthe breaking of the SU(NF )L�SU(NF )R and R-har-ge symmetries due to mQ 6= 0, and all these massesare muh smaller than �Q for mQ � �Q. Beause thespetrum of light (i. e., with masses muh smaller than�Q) partiles is known in this variant in both the di-ret and dual theories, it beomes possible, in additionto the 't Hooft triangles, to also ompare the valuesof some speial orrelators in the perturbative range ofenergies where all partiles an still be onsidered mass-less (�H � � � �Q, where �H is the highest physialsale due to mQ 6= 0). These are the two-point orre-lators of external onserved urrents, e. g., the baryonand SU(NF ) �avor urrents, beause these an be om-puted in the perturbation theory even in the strong-o-upling region. Atually, it is more onvenient to ouplethese onserved urrents to the external vetor �eldsand to onsider the orresponding external �ext fun-tions. Suh �ext funtions have the form (see, e. g., [11℄)

dd ln� 2��ext =Xi Ti �1 + i�; (7.1)where the sum ranges over all �elds that an be onsid-ered massless at a given sale �, the unity in the brak-ets is due to one-loop ontributions, and the anomalousdimensions i of �elds represent all higher-loop e�ets.We then equate the values of suh �ext funtions inthe diret and dual theories at sales �H � � � �Q.The light partiles in the diret theory are the originalquarks Q; Q, and gluons, and in the dual theory, theseare the dual quarks q; q, the dual gluons, and the mionsM . For the baryon urrents, we obtainNFN �BQ = 1�2 (1 + Q) == NFN �Bq = NN �2 (1 + q); (7.2)and for the SU(NF )L (or SU(NF )R) �avor urrents,N (1 + Q) = N (1 + q) +NF (1 + M ): (7.3)Here, the left-hand sides are from the diret theory andthe right-hand sides are from the dual theory, Q is theanomalous dimension of the quark Q, and q and Mare the anomalous dimensions of the dual quark q andthe mion M .Now, for �H � �� �Q, the dual theory is IR-freeand both of its ouplings are small in this range of en-ergies, a(�) � 1 and af (�) � 1. Hene, q(�) � 1and M (�) � 1 are both also logarithmially small at�� �Q. It then follows that (7.2) and (7.3) are inom-patible with eah other beause they predit di�erentvalues for the infrared limit of Q. We onlude thatboth orrelators annot be equal simultaneously in thediret and dual theories, and hene these two theoriesare di�erent.Taking the IR value Q ! (N=N  � 1) == (2N �NF )=(NF �N) from (7.2) as a onrete ex-ample, and using the perturbative NSVZ �-funtion [5℄,we obtain the perturbative IR behavior of the strongoupling �(�):da(�)d ln� � �(a) = � a21� a b0 �NF QN ;a(�) � N�(�)2� ; b0 = 3N �NF ;Q � d ln zQd ln� ; zQ(�Q; �) = � ��Q�Q � 1;Q = 2N �NFNF �N ; a(�) = ��Q� �� � 1;� = 3N � 2NFNF �N ; ��Q � 1: (7.4)
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V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010In this ase, the behavior of a(�=�Q) looks as follows.As z = �=�Q dereases from large values, a(z) inreases�rst in a standard way as 1= ln z. At z = z0 � 1,a(z) rosses unity. At this point, Q rosses the valueb0=NF = (3N �Nf )=NF . As a result, the �-funtionis smooth, it has neither pole nor zero at this point andremains negative all the way from the UV region z � 1to the IR region z � 1, while a(z) inreases in the in-frared region in a power-like fashion (see (7.4)). On theother hand, it is not di�ult to see that the IR valueof Q obtained from (7.3) with q ! 0 and M ! 0 isinompatible with the NSVZ �-funtion.Nevertheless, it is interesting to ompare the massspetra of the diret and dual theories that reveal them-selves at lower energies.It was argued above that the qualitative proper-ties of the diret theory do not di�er muh from thosedesribed for the onformal window. The main quan-titative di�erene is that the gauge oupling �(�) doesnot freeze at �� �Q but ontinues to inrease (for in-stane, as in (7.4)) until � reahes the dynami hiralsymmetry breaking sale � � �C = Mh. But afterrossing the threshold region �2 = Mh=(several) << � < �1 = (several)Mh, the oupling also beomeslogarithmially small, and the e�etive Lagrangian hasthe same form as in (3.2). Indeed, as was emphasizedin Se. 3, this is independent of the expliit form of thequark perturbative renormalization fator zQ(�Q; �1)entering the evolution of the oupling ��1(�) in theregion �1 < � < �Q, beause this last anels in (3.8)independently of its expliit form. The only restritionis that the dynami senario has to be self-onsistent,i. e., the onstituent mass �C of quarks has to be largerthan their perturbative pole mass, �C =Mh > mpoleQ ,so as to stop the perturbative massless RG evolutionbefore this is done by mpoleQ . It is not di�ult to verifythat this is ful�lled with Q = (2N �NF )=(NF �N)in (7.2):mpoleQ�Q = mQ�Q  �QmpoleQ !Q =  mQ�Q !(NF�N)=N �� Mh�Q =  mQ�Q !(NF�N)=2N :Hene, below the threshold region � < �2, all equa-tions and all qualitative properties of the diret theorydesribed above for the onformal window remain thesame also in the region N < NF < 3N=2.As regards the dual theory, we also onsider twovariants for the sale parameter �q in (4.1), �q = �Qand �q =Mh.

1. �0q � �q = �Q. In this ase, the sale parameter�q of the dual gauge oupling �(�) is j�qj � �f � �Q(see (4.4)), both ouplings a(�) and af (�) are . 1 at� = �Q and both derease logarithmially when � de-reases from � � �Q to �H �M2h=�Q � �Q.In the ase onsidered, the urrent mass of dualquarks is (see footnote 7):mq = hMi=�q =M2h=�Q;mq � jhq qij1=2 = (mQ �Q)1=2; (7.5)whih is muh larger than the sale of their onden-sate, and therefore the dual theory is here in theHQ phase desribed in Se. 6. Therefore, at lowersales, all quarks an simply be integrated out asheavy (and weakly on�ned, the string tension beingp� � �YM � M2h=�Q) partiles, leaving a largenumber of hadrons with masses of the order ofM2h=�Qomposed of nonrelativisti dual quarks. After this, weobtain the e�etive Lagrangian in the formL =( 1�2QTr�MyM�)D +(�N  s"3 ln ��L ++ ln 1g2(�=�YM )#+mQTrM)F ;�3L = �(detM=�b0Q )1=N ;jh�Lij = �YM ; �YM � ��M2h=�Q: (7.6)
Going down in energy and integrating out all glu-onia (with masses of the order of �YM ) via the VYproedure, we �nally obtain:L =( 1�2Q Tr�MyM�)D+(�N det M�b0Q !1=N++mQTrM)F ; �� �YM : (7.7)This desribes the mions M with the masses�M � mQ �2QM2h! � mQ �QmQ!N=N ;mQ � �M � �YM ; (7.8)interating weakly through the standard superpoten-tial.Thus, omparing the mass spetra of the diret anddual theories, we see that they are very di�erent.2. �q =Mh. With �f � j�qj, both dual sale fa-tors beome very large with this hoie of �q (see (4.4)):j�qj =  �b0QMNFh !(�1=b0) � �Q: (7.9)452



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :But we an ignore the high-energy region � > j�q jwhere the dual theory is strongly oupled, and startdiretly with � . �Q � j�qj, where both ouplingsare already logarithmially small: 2�=�f (� = �Q) �� 2�=�(� = �Q) � b0 ln(j�qj=�Q) � 1, and bothontinue to derease logarithmially with dereasing �for Mh < � < j�Qj. The region Mh < � < �Qwas disussed above (see (7.2) and (7.3)). We there-fore onsider � <Mh.The regime in this ase 2 is qualitatively the same asin ase 1 (see also footnote 7), i. e., there are now evenheavier dual quarks with the urrent mass mq =Mh(and even smaller ondensate), the intermediate-massgluonia and smallest-mass mions M . The Lagrangianin (7.6) and (7.7) remains essentially the same, only thefator 1=�2Q in the meson Kähler term is now replaedwith 1=M2h. Hene, the masses �M of mions beomemq �Mh �Mgl � �YM � �M � mQ: (7.10)Thus, in this ase, the mass spetra of the diretand dual theories (with the logarithmi auray) aremuh more similar, as it was in Se. 6 in the onformalwindow. But all the di�erenes (at sales � < Mh)desribed in Se. 6 also remain.The ase NF = N + 1. As regards the direttheory, this point is not speial and all equations andresults desribed above remain without hanges8). Butthis point is somewhat speial for the dual theory be-ause its �eld ontent then amounts to light mesonsM ijand baryons Bi, Bj only [1℄.The dual Lagrangian at � � �Q is supposed tohave the form [1℄L = Z d2� d2�(MyM�2M + ByB +ByB�2(N�1)B )++ Z d2�(Tr(BMB)� detM�b0Q +mQTrM);�� �Q: (7.11)Here, the sale fators �M and �B in the Kählerterms are due to nonanonial dimensions of meson andbaryon �elds (M ! QQ, B ! QN).In the interval of energies above the highest phys-ial sale �H , �H � � � �Q, Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3)still hold, with the substitution N = 1, q ! B , andM ; B ! 0. They therefore remain inompatible.8) Truly speial is the point NF = N beause Mh = �Q inthis ase, even in the hiral limit mQ ! 0 (see (2.7)). We do notonsider this ase here.

At lower energies, the meson and baryon masses anbe obtained diretly from Lagrangian (7.11):MM � mQ� �MMh�2;MB =MB � M2h �2(N�1)B�b0Q : (7.12)Therefore, at �M � �B � �Q, we haveMM � �Q�mQ�Q �(N�1)=N ; MB � �Q�mQ�Q �1=N :We reall (see above) that the mass spetrum of thediret theory onsists here also of a large numberof �avored hadrons with the mass sale � Mh �� �Q(mQ=�Q)1=2N , a large number of gluonia withmassesMgl � �YM � �Q(mQ=�Q)(N+1)=3N , and N2Flight pions with masses of the order of mQ.8. THE REGION NF > 3NFor ompleteness, we also onsider this region. Thediret theory is IR-free in this region (b0 < 0) formpoleQ < � < �Q, and in a sense, is therefore very �sim-ple� at � � �YM (but at the prie that it is now, atbest, strongly oupled in the UV region � � �Q and,at worst, annot be de�ned self-onsistently in the UVrange and needs an UV ompletion).The urrent quark mass mQ = mQ(� = �Q)� �Qis now muh larger than the sale of its hiral onden-sate Mh � mQ (see (2.7)), and this power hierarhypersists at lower energies beause the RG evolution ishere only logarithmi for �YM � � < �Q. Therefore,the diret theory is at NF > 3N in the HQ phase, suhthat there is a standard weak-oupling slow logarithmievolution in the region mpoleQ � � � �Q, mpoleQ �� mQ(� = mpoleQ ) = z�1Q (�Q; � = mpoleQ )mQ � mQ,where zQ(�Q; � = mpoleQ ) � 1 is the standard pertur-bative logarithmi renormalization fator of masslessquarks, and the highest physial sale is �H = mpoleQ �� �YM �Mh. At � � mpoleQ , all quarks an be in-tegrated out as heavy (and weakly on�ned, the stringtension being p� � �YM � mpoleQ , and their vauumondensate hQQ(� = mpoleQ )i = hSi=mpoleQ is due toa simple quantum one-loop ontribution) nonrelativis-ti partiles, leaving behind a large number of mesonsand baryons made of these nonrelativisti quarks, withmasses Mmeson � mpoleQ and Mbaryon � NmpoleQ . Evi-dently, there are no additional lighter pions now.Using (2.2) and (2.3) to math ouplings at� = mpoleQ , we obtain the Yang�Mills Lagrangian453



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010with the sale fator of its gauge oupling �YM == (�b0Q mNFQ )1=3N � mQ at lower energies � < mpoleQ ,suh that this Yang�Mills theory is in the weak-oupling regime at �YM � � < mpoleQ . It desribesstrongly oupled gluonia with masses Mgl � �YM �� mpoleQ , and these are the lightest partiles in thisase. This onludes our brief analysis of the direttheory.In the dual theory, as before, the mass spetrumdepends on the value of �q .8.1. Dual theory with �0q � �q = �QWe have �f � j�q j � �Q (see (4.4)), but there areno partiles with masses of the order of �Q, similarly tothe ase of the diret theory in Se. 7. The dual theoryis taken to be UV-free and it enters the strong ouplingperturbative regime at �H < � < �Q. For de�niteness,we use the values of the dual quark and mion anoma-lous dimensions in (7.2) and (7.3) with Q ! 0 for�� �Q: q = NN � 1; M = �NN : (8.1)Now, it follows that the dynami onstituent massof dual quarks �C is parametrially larger than theirpole mass mpoleq :�C = (mQ�Q)1=2 � mpoleq ;mpoleq = M2h�Q � �Qmpoleq �q = �Q�M2h�2Q �1=(1+q) = mQ:Hene, �H = �C and the dual quarks are in the (dual)DC phase. The Lagrangian has the same form (5.1),all equations (5.3)�(5.6) remain the same and, insteadof (5.7), the masses of mions and nions are now givenby �M�Q � �N�Q �  �2CzM�2Q!1=2 ==  mQ�Q !(NF+N)=4N ;zM = ��C�Q�M � 1: (8.2)On the whole, the mass spetrum of the dual the-ory inludes: a) a large number of �avored hadronswith their mass sale � �C , made of dual quarkswith the onstituent masses �C = (mQ�Q)1=2 � �Q;b) N2F mions and N2F nions with masses �M � �N �� �Q�mQ=�Q�(NF+N)=4N � �C ; ) a large numberof gluonia with the mass sale � �YM � �M � �N .

8.2. Dual theory with �q =MhWith the hoie j�q j � �f , both values are verysmall (see (4.4)). The dual theory is also taken tobe UV-free at � > j�qj in this ase, and it also en-ters the strong-oupling perturbative regime at �H << � < j�q j. The boundary onditions for the dualgauge oupling a = N�=2� and the Yukawa ou-pling af = NF f2=2� at � = �Q are a(� = �Q) �� af (� = �Q) � 1= ln(�Q=j�qj) � 1. In the per-turbative regions �YM � � � �Q for the direttheory and �YM � j�qj � � � �Q for the dualone, both theories are now in the weak-oupling log-arithmi regime. For the diret theory, this is so be-ause it is IR-free at j�q j � mpoleQ � � � �Q,while its oupling a(�) inreases logarithmially at�YM � � � mpoleQ but is still small, and for the dualtheory beause j�q j � �f are so small, and both itsouplings a(�) and af (�) inrease logarithmially withdereasing � < �Q but still remain small at � � j�q j.Hene, at mpoleQ � � � �Q, both the diret and dualtheories are in the weak-oupling logarithmi perturba-tive massless regime, Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3) an be usedwith all Q, q, M � 1, and they are inompatible.For � � j�qj, the dual theory is in the strong-oupling regime a(�) � 1, af (�) � 1, and we usevalues (8.1) for the anomalous dimensions q and M .The hierarhies in the dual theory at � = �Q �� j�q j are given bymq =Mh � �C = jhqqij1=2 = (mQMh)1=2 � j�qj;j�q j�Q = �Mh�Q �NF =b0 � 1;where mq is the urrent quark mass and �C is its(possible) onstituent mass. The evolution in the in-terval j�qj < � < �Q is only logarithmi (all loga-rithmi e�ets are negleted in what follows) and thehierarhies at � � j�qj remain the same. The dualquarks are in the DC phase with the onstituent mass�C = jhqqij1=2 = (mQMh)1=2 � j�q j if �C � mpoleq .This ondition is indeed satis�ed (see (8.1)):mpoleqj�q j = � mqj�q j�1=(1+q) = � �Cj�q j�2 � �Cj�qj � 1;�YM � �C � j�q j:Therefore, the Lagrangian of mions and nions hasform (5.5), (5.6), with the only replaement �Q !Mhin the mion Kähler term and in the �rst term of thesuperpotential. Hene, instead of (8.2), the masses of454



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :mions and nions (with the logarithmi auray) arenow given by�Mj�qj � �Nj�qj �  �2CzM j�q j2!1=2 ==  �Cj�qj!(NF+N)=2N ;zM = � �Cj�q j�M � 1: (8.3)
8.3. Diret theory with mQ� �QWe �nish this setion with a short disussion ofa possible behavior of the diret theory in the asemQ � �Q. We then have to start with the UV re-gion � = M0, regarding this theory as the e�etivelow-energy theory with the UV uto� M0.We use (2.7) for NF > 3N. It follows that the hie-rarhy of the standard sale parameters at � = �Q andNF > 3N, mQ � �Q remains the same as it was atNF < 3N and mQ � �Q, i. e., Mh � �YM � mQ.But what is atually the highest physial sale �H de-pends on a ompetition between Mh and the quarkpole mass mpoleQ . The value of this last depends onthe value of the quark anomalous dimension Q. IfMh > mpoleQ , then the theory is in the DC phase, andif mpoleQ >Mh, then it is in the HQ phase.For de�niteness, we use the same value of Q as in(7.2) with q ! 0:Q = (2N �NF )=(NF �N) < 0at NF > 3N: (8.4)ThenmpoleQ�Q =  mQ�Q !1=(1+Q) =  mQ�Q !(NF�N)=N �� Mh�Q =  mQ�Q !(NF�N)=2N ; mQ�Q � 1: (8.5)Therefore, with this value of Q, when going from highUV � = M0 � mpoleQ to lower energies, the highestphysial sale enountered is �H = mpoleQ . The quarksare in the HQ phase.After integrating out all quarks as heavy ones, weare left with the pure Yang�Mills theory, but now in thestrong-oupling regime, a� = N�(� = mpoleQ )=2� � 1.Hene, the mathing of ouplings at � = mpoleQ is now

as follows. The oupling of the higher energy theory is(see (7.4))a+ =  mpoleQ�Q !��=(2NF�3N)=(NF�N) ==  mQ�Q !(2NF�3N)=N � 1: (8.6)It follows from the perturbative NSVZ �-funtion [5℄that the oupling of the lower-energy Yang�Mills the-ory in the strong-oupling regime is a�(� � �YM ) == (�=�YM )3. Therefore,a� =  mpoleQ�YM !3 = a+ ! �YM ==  �b0Q detmQ!1=3N = �YM � �Q: (8.7)We now have the Yang�Mills theory in thestrong-oupling perturbative regime at �YM � � << mpoleQ , with its oupling dereasing with � asa(�) = (�=�YM )3 until it beomes O(1) at � � �YM ,where the nonperturbative e�ets beome essential.Therefore, at � < �YM , integrating all gauge degreesof freedom exept the �eld S � W 2� and using theVY form for the superpotential of S [6℄, we obtainthe orret value of the gluino ondensate hSi = �3YM(and a large number of gluonia with the mass sale� �YM ).On the whole, the mass spetrum inludes only twomass sales in this ase: a large number of heavy �a-vored quarkonia with the mass sale � mpoleQ � �YMand a large number of gluonia with the universal masssale � �YM � �Q.9. CONCLUSIONSAs was desribed above, within the dynamial se-nario onsidered in this paper, the diret SQCD theoryis in the DC (diquark-ondensate) phase at N < NF << 3N. In this ase, its properties and the mass spe-trum were desribed and ompared with those of thedual theory. It was shown that the diret and dual the-ories are di�erent, in general. The only region where nodi�erene has been found, is the ase where both theo-ries are in the perturbative superonformal regime. Allthis an be signi�ant in a wider aspet, as a hint thatmany of the various dualities onsidered in the litera-ture an also be stritly valid, at best, in the superon-formal regime only.455



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010Here, we do not repeat the above-desribed resultsin detail. Instead, we ompare the major features ofSQCD and ordinary QCD. In many respets, the above-desribed properties of SQCD at N < NF < 3N re-semble those of QCD9). For example, there is simulta-neously on�nement and hiral �avor symmetry brea-king, with the formation of heavy onstituent quarksand light pions. In addition, both theories have a largenumber of (quasi)stable heavy quarkonia and gluonia.The main di�erene is in the parametri dependeneof di�erent observable masses in the spetrum on thefundamental parameters of the Lagrangians: �Q andthe urrent quark masses mQ = mQ(� = �Q), whenmQ � �Q.a) The sale of the hiral symmetry breaking�h (and hene the masses of onstituent quarks) is�QCDh � �Q in QCD, while it is parametrially smallerin SQCD: �SQCDh �Mh = (�b0QmNQ )1=2N � �Q.b) The on�nement sale (i. e., the string ten-sion p�) is �QCDonf = (�QCD)1=2 � �Q � �QCDhin QCD, while it is parametrially smaller than even�SQCDh in SQCD: �SQCDonf = (�SQCD)1=2 � �YM == (�b0QmNFQ )1=3N � �SQCDh �Mh � �Q.) Therefore, the masses of heavy quarkonia (me-son and baryon) are also parametrially di�erent:MQCDmeson � (�QCDh + �QCDonf ) � �Q, and MQCDbaryon �� N�QCDh � N�Q in QCD, whileMSQCDmeson �Mh �� �Q, and MSQCDbaryon � NMh in SQCD.d) The masses of gluonia areMQCDgl � �QCDonf � �Qin QCD, and MSQCDgl � �SQCDonf � �YM � Mh �� �Q in SQCD.e) The smallest pion masses are MQCD� �� (mQ�QCDh )1=2 � (mQ�Q)1=2 � mQ in QCD,while they are not of the order of (mQMh)1=2, butMSQCD� � mQ in SQCD (this last di�erene is beausethe spin-1=2 quarks are ondensed in QCD, while theseare spin-zero quarks in SQCD).We now brie�y omment on the N-dependene ofvarious quantities that appeared above. The stan-dard N-ounting rules predit that the gluino andquark ondensates hSi and hQjQii are not O(1) atN � 1; NF =N = onst, as in the text, but N timeslarger, O(N), and this agrees with expliit alula-tions, see, e. g., [9℄. Besides, this an be seen fromthe example with NF < N, when quarks are Higgsed(see Se. 2). The gluon masses �2gl � �(� = �gl)M20are O(1). Beause � = O(1=N); M20 is O(N) and9) QCD means here our QCD with N = 3 and with NF � 3light �avors.

hSi = m̂QM20 = O(N)10). The orret dependeneon N an easily be restored throughout the text bysimple substitutions, for instane, �b0Q ! NN �b0Q in(3.13), et.Finally, we omment about the spontaneouslySUSY-breaking metastable loal vauum in SQCD withN + 1 < NF < 3N=2, mQ 6= 0, mQ � �Q. The ar-guments for the existene of suh a state in the dualtheory are presented in [12℄.Realling general arguments in Se. 7 (see (7.2)�(7.4)); it is also worth realling that these argumentsare not onneted with the use of the dynami senariowith the diquark ondensate) that the diret and dualtheories are not equivalent in the infrared region, itbeomes insu�ient to show suh a state in the dualtheory, beause this does not automatially imply thatthis state also exists in the diret theory. We thereforetry to identify this state in the diret theory.In terms of the diret-theory �elds, this state isharaterized by all N2F omponents hM ij i = hQjQii == 0, while hBi = onst � hbi 6= 0 (and hBi the same),B ! QN , b ! qN . Unfortunately, no simple possi-bility for a loal vauum with these properties is seenin the diret theory. For instane, the dynamis un-derlying the appearane of the above basi nonzerobaryon ondensates looks obsure. If these baryonondensates were, for instane, due to Higgsed quarkshQii = hQji 6= 0, with i; j = 1; : : : ; N, suh thathBi = hBi � hQiiN 6= 0, then no reason is seen forall omponents of hM iji = hQjQii to be exatly zero.Rather, hM iji with i = j = 1; : : : ; N is of the orderof hQiihQii 6= 0. Besides, looking at the Lagrangianin (3.2), we see that it beomes singular as Mh ! 0.Hene, it seems impossible that the loal vauum withthe above properties an appear here.However, this is not the whole story beause (3.2)is a loal Lagrangian, i. e., it is valid only loally in the�eld spae, not too far from the genuine SUSY vauum.This implies that in general, besides M ij , additional�elds an be involved to orretly desribe the viinityof the above metastable vauum. We therefore make,in addition, an attempt from another side, using somespei� properties of the above metastable state of thedual theory. We also onsider the lightest exitationsaround this vauum. As was argued in [12℄, all exita-10) Conneted with this, there is an inherent ambiguity in theVY proedure for the pure Yang�Mills theory: we an replaeln(�3=�3) with ln(S=C0�3)�1, where C0 is some onstant. Thevalue C0 = 1 was used everywhere in the text, while �3 is def-initely N-independent, and therefore a better replaement isln(�3=�3)! ln(S=N�3)� 1, resulting in hSi = N �3.456



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010 Mass spetrum in supersimmetri QCD : : :tions have masses of the order of (mQ�Q)1=2, exept forsome massless modes of the baryon and M ij = (QjQi)�elds (and the basi vauum ondensates of baryons).We therefore take the sale �� (mQ�Q)1=2 and try towrite by hand an e�etive superpotential made of thesemeson and baryon �elds only. The simplest form isWeff = �N(detM � Tr (BMNB)�b0Q )1=N ++mQTrM: (9.1)For N � 2, no possibility is seen to obtain a non-singular expansion in quantum �utuations around thestate with hMi = 0, hBi = hBi 6= 0 from (9.1)11). Onlythe aseN  = 1 is nonsingular in (9.1). But even in thisase, it must then be shown how to obtain (9.1) startingwith (2.1) and expanding self-onsistently around thismetastable vauum. This is likely to be problemati.Finally, the absene of the above metastable spon-taneously SUSY-breaking state in the diret theorymay be not so surprising if we reall all argumentsgiven above that the diret and dual theories are notequivalent.This work is supported in part by the RFBR (grant� 07-02-00361-a). APPENDIXThe purpose of this appendix is to brie�y ommenton a situation with anomalous divergenes of externalurrents (the 't Hooft triangles) in SQCD, within thedynami senario onsidered in this paper.In our ordinary QCD, at the sale �h � �Q andat mQ ! 0, there is a genuine spontaneous break-ing of the �avor symmetry: SU(NF )L � SU(NF )R !! SU(NF )L+R, while the baryon symmetry U(1)B re-mains unbroken. Therefore, the quarks aquire the on-stituent masses �C � �h and deouple at � < �h (to-gether with all gluons, whih aquire either eletri ormagneti masses of the order of �Q due to nonperturba-tive on�ning interations, suh that the lower-energytheory ontains only N2F � 1 light pions). If the quarksare exatly massless, the pions are also massless, but ifthe hiral symmetry SU(NF )L�SU(NF )R is expliitlybroken down to SU(NF )L+R by parametrially smallquark masses 0 < mQ � �Q, then the pions beome11) Formally, we an multiply the �rst term in the right-handside of (9.1) with a funtion f(z), z = detM=Tr (BMNB), butthis does not help avoid singularities.

the pseudo-Goldstone bosons with parametrially smallmasses m� � (mQ�Q)1=2 � �h.In SQCD with NF < N and with small ex-pliit breaking of hiral �avor symmetry and R-har-ge by quark masses 0 < mQ � �Q (see Se. 2),the salar quarks are Higgsed at the high sale �h == �gl � �Q (�gl � Mh, with the logarithmi au-ray) and aquire the large �onstituent masses� �C == �gl. The olor symmetry SU(N) is broken down toSU(N � NF ), and the 2NNF � N2F gluons beomemassive by absorbing the Goldstone bosons. Hene, allthis an be onsidered as a quasispontaneous symmetrybreaking SU(N)C �SU(NF )L�SU(NF )R�U(1)R��U(1)B ! SU(N�NF )C �SU(NF )C+L+R�U(1)B ,beause the �onstituent masses� �C � Mh are para-metrially larger than the pion masses m� � mQ (withthe logarithmi auray). As a result, there appearN2F pseudo-Goldstone pions (together with their su-perpartners). Therefore, the lower-energy theory at� < �gl inludes the super�elds of light (N�NF )2�1gluons and N2F pions.In SQCD with NF > N and mQ � �Q (in thedynami senario onsidered in this paper), all quarksaquire the onstituent masses �C = Mh � �Q inthe threshold region � � �h = Mh, and there ap-pear N2F light pions, while all gluons remain massless.This an also be regarded as the quasi-spontaneoussymmetry breaking SU(NF )L � SU(NF )R � U(1)R �� U(1)B ! SU(NF )L+R � U(1)B , beause the on-stituent quark masses �C are parametrially largerthan the pion masses m� � mQ � Mh. The lower-energy theory at � < Mh inludes the super�elds oflight N2 � 1 gluons and N2F pions.We now reall some important and well-knownproperties of the lower-energy theory at � < �h.1) After integrating out all heavy �elds (and allFourier omponents of light �elds with k > �h), theLagrangian of the lower energy theory at � < �h isloal, just beause all the integrated modes were hard(it is always implied that this integration is performedin a way that respets all symmetries).2) The external global symmetries an be gauged byintroduing external vetor �elds and adding the appro-priate set of massless �leptons�, suh that all anomalousdivergenes of external urrents originating from thequark�gluon setor are aneled by those originatingfrom the lepton setor.3) After all this, beause the symmetry breakingin the quark�gluon setor was quasi-spontaneous, thelower-energy Lagrangian preserves all previous symme-tries, both internal and external. Therefore, beausenothing happens to leptons when rossing the sale457



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 3, 2010� = �h, the anomalous divergenes originating fromthe quark�gluon setor also remain the same [13℄.Hene, there is no question of whether the lower-energy theory behaves properly under symmetry trans-formations, both internal and external, or whether theanomalous divergenes of external urrents originat-ing from the quark�gluon setor remain the same inthe lower-energy theory12) as they were in the higher-energy theory at � > �h � this is automati. Theonly relevant questions are: a) what is the expliit formof the lower energy Lagrangian? b) in what way, ex-pliitly, the anomalous divergenes of external urrentsoriginating from the quark�gluon setor are saturatedby �elds of the lower energy theory?As regards the �rst question if the dynamis of thetheory is under the full ontrol, the expliit form ofthe lower-energy Lagrangian is obtained by the diretintegration desribed above. As is well known, Wess�Zumino-like terms appear in addition to the �standardterms� [14; 15℄.Now, a few words about the seond question withinthe dynami senario for SQCD onsidered in this pa-per. First, as for pions, it is worth noting that be-ause ontributions of pion loops are power suppressedat sales � < �h, these loops give only small powerorretions to the ontributions of tree diagrams to theamplitudes with low-energy external pions and/or ex-ternal gauge �elds.There appear one-pion terms Jext� � iF���� + : : :in those external urrents that orrespond to quasi-spontaneously broken generators, with the pion deayonstant F� � M0 for NF < N and F� � Mhfor N < NF < 3N. Besides, among many oth-ers, there our the well-known terms of the order ofF�1� Tr(�F�� ~F��) in the Wess�Zumino part of the La-grangian (here, F�� is the �eld strength of the exter-nal vetor �elds, WL or WR bosons, or the R-photon12) That is, at sales �expl < � < �h, where �expl �� m� � mQ � �h is the sale of the expliit global hiralsymmetry breaking, beause an expliitly broken global sym-metry is inompatible with gauging this symmetry, and �explan be negleted only at sales � > �expl. Formally, toavoid this problem, we an replae the quark masses mQ(�)in (2.1) with the N2F quantum �elds mji and add the term(�N�3YM (m)) = �N(�b0Q detm)1=N to the superpotential.By the dimensional ounting, this term is irrelevant at high en-ergies. The genuine global symmetry of the Lagrangian is thenSU(NF )L � SU(NF )R � U(1)R � U(1)B . Then, after integrat-ing out all the N2F pion �elds �ij as heavy ones at low energies� < mQ, the mji are massless �elds with zero superpotential,and hoosing the vauum with hmji i = ÆjimQ, 0 < mQ � �Q,we then have a genuine spontaneous breaking of global symme-tries (in this theory by itself).

AR), with the appropriate oe�ients. As a result, theanomalous divergenes of all suh urrents are auto-matially saturated by the sum of three ontributions:a) the one intermediate pion exhange; b) the diretontributions of fermioni pion superpartners to the tri-angles; and ) additional diret ontributions of gluinosto the R and R3 triangles.For instane, for all N < NF < 3N (with the log-arithmi auray for NF < N), the deay width ofthe pion �R into two photons is then given by�(�R ! 2) � �2extm3�=F 2� � �2ext m3QM2h �� �2ext�Q�mQ�Q ��with � = (4N �NF )=N.Those external urrents (e. g., the baryon one)that orrespond to the unbroken generators donot ontain the one-pion term (beause there isno orresponding pion), and their anomalous di-vergenes, like hWLj��JB� jWLi, are then diretlysaturated by the point-like terms of the order of(�����AB� WL� ��WL� + : : : ) in the Wess�Zumino partof the Lagrangian.We did not expliitly write the Wess�Zumino-liketerms in the main text beause this is not a simplematter to �nd their expliit form, and they are irrel-evant for the main purpose of this paper, whih is toalulate the mass spetrum of the theory.REFERENCES1. N. Seiberg, Phys. Rev. D 49, 6857 (1994);arXiv:hep-th/9402044; N. Seiberg, Nul. Phys. B 435,129 (1995); arXiv:hep-th/9411149.2. D. Amati, K. Konishi, Y. Meurie, G. C. Rossi, andG. Veneziano, Phys. Rep. 162, 169 (1988).3. K. Intriligator and N. Seiberg, Nul. Phys. Pro. Suppl.45BC, 1 (1996); arXiv:hep-th/9509066.4. M. Shifman, Progr. Part. Nul. Phys. 39, 1 (1997);arXiv:hep-th/9704114.5. V. Novikov, M. Shifman, A. Vainshtein, and V. Za-kharov, Nul. Phys. B 229, 381 (1983); Phys. Lett.B 166, 329 (1986); M. Shifman and A. Vainshtein,Nul. Phys. B 277, 456 (1986).6. G. Veneziano and S. Yankielowiz, Phys. Lett. B 113,321 (1982); T. Taylor, G. Veneziano, and S. Yankielow-iz, Nu. Phys. B 218, 493 (1983).458
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